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The following thesis project includes references to books, interviews, and
physical artifacts. This report also includes illustrations, mapping, photos,
and responses to precedents, some of which was borrowed and some was
created. Interviews were held with archaeologists, anthropologists, and
public officials. Out of respect for the Cherokee Peoples, the identity of
some of these individuals will not be disclosed, nor will their information be
shared. I am not a member of any American Indian tribe. I have not been
granted an Cherokee tribal research permissions. I am not intending on
understanding or reasoning cultural aspects of the Cherokee Indians. I am,
however, interested in reporting and inviting a dialogue with construction
traditions, especially those that tie with place and landscape.

S Y N O P S I S
This thesis focuses on investigating
how precolonial Blue Ridge
Cherokee construction was
resilient to time and weather,
integrated place, and respected
the environment, traditions,
and politics, to better integrate
landscape, climate, ecology, and
regionally specific architecture.
This thesis focuses on investigating how pre-colonial Blue Ridge
Cherokee construction was resilient to time and weather, integrated
place, and respected the environment, traditions, and politics, to
better integrate landscape, climate, ecology, and regionally specific
architecture.
Most 21st-Century North American construction doesn’t consider the
past, future, or site beyond zoning and local codes – and by site, meaning
landscape, ecology, geology, and geography. Native Americans built in a
way that was locally sourced, renewable, and regional. Art and artifacts
are linked to climate, ecologies, and landscapes. What is indigenous to a
place is specific to a site, but is also responsive to forces that render the
site uninhabitable. Analyzing these techniques and traditions identifies
technology that is renewable, site specific, and high performing for
specific climates and resources. When blended with today’s Blue
Ridge Mountain vernacular, this regional specificity is key to designing
architecture that is both respectful to landscape and resilient to climate.
Site conditions include naturally occurring terrain, complex ecological
systems, shifting geological patterns, and unpredictable climate. There
is no greener or more sustainable way to build than locally sourced,
regional, renewable indigenous construction. Bringing forward the
wisdom of pre-colonial Cherokee building techniques would allow the
opportunity to integrate constructed and natural conditions without
one dominating the other, while extracting approaches, technology, and
regionality of indigenous construction and spatial practices.
Researching pre-colonial Cherokee homes from the early to midHistoric Indian Period has unveiled information about Cherokee building
traditions, rituals, and beliefs. Cherokee architecture influenced by

Western colonists, from around the same time period to the early-1800s
they started fashioning their homes as log houses, while still holding onto
traditional aspects of construction. Analysis and comparison of new
and old construction techniques will emphasize the traditions Eastern
Cherokee valued, especially regionally specific ones that integrated
consideration of climate, ecology, and landscape.
Architecture specific to people living in the Blue Ridge Mountains today
utilizes different technologies and construction techniques than that
of the Cherokee. Old and new construction is valid and should all be
represented. With an emphasis on allowing people and landscape to
thrive, blending Cherokee, current-day building practices in the Blue
Ridge Mountains, and capabilities in today’s technology can promote a
reciprocal integration of construction and landscape.
My personal interest in topography, southern identity, and cultural
preservation is driving me to focus on the Blue Ridge Mountains. But
my thesis is really about process, workflow, and developing a way of
designing that is not invasive to a landscape or culture. My thesis work
culminates with an architectural design opportunity that addresses
concerns of suburban sprawl and over development in the rural town of
Cullowhee in North Carolina.
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INTRODUCTION
The definition of landscape is
not static. To clarify conceptual
ideas and values of landscape,
D.W. Meinig’s “The Beholding Eye:
Ten Versions of the Same Scene”
will be paraphrased and used to
introduce a variety of perspectives
that pertain to this thesis project.
Landscape as Nature: Nothing humankind creates can compare to
nature. Nature is not just mightier and dominating over the feeble
scratchings humankind leaves on the surface of the planet, but
possesses the power of water, storms, growth, and movement of earth.
Removing humankind from the presence of nature will cease the pattern
of tainted landscape it leaves behind, thereby allowing the landscape to
return to the pristine and majestic conditions that it ought to be.
Landscape as Habitat: All of landscape is home to humankind, and
capable of domestication to promote the symbiotic relationship
intended to happen. But all domestication and occupation are as nature
allows. Primary regulating factors, such as soil and ground conditions,
determine locations and types of activity. As a result of this relationship
with landscape, every aspect of humankind integrates cases of adapting
to nature, such as clothing, diet, symbols, and rituals, and so on. Every
landscape is a blend of humankind and nature, where benign nature is
subjected to mistakes or benefits of people. Fortunately, landscape
eventually heals, with phases in humankind’s adaptions leaving behind
marks and indentations on landscape.
Landscape as Artifact: Environment is seen in terms of where
humankind has left a mark—nature is a stage. Further, the effect is so
extensive, there is no pristine nature. Soils are changed by plowing,
cultivation, fertilizing; weather is influenced, especially closer to
the ground where surface conditions are most drastically changed;
topography is cut and filled, quarries are dug, and islands are formed;
and man is less affected by weather as climate is controlled and created.
Ultimately, humans are the creators, and biologically dominant.

Photo of personal studio desk on the fourth floor of RISD's Bayard Ewing Building
(BEB). Where does a site start and end? Is the studio part of the?

Landscape as System: Immense naturally occurring systems include
11
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integrated objects and cycles along coastlines, in forests, over roads
and lands, around buildings, and so on. This ensembled interpretation
cannot isolate a river as an object, but a circuit of waterways that
flow material at certain velocities, concentrations, within certain selfregulated cycles, and altering the land in consistent calculable ways. As
such, a tree is not an object of a certain dimension, color, species, or leaf
pattern, but more as light-powered chemical factories with hydrological
cycles that integrate the transfer of airborne elements. Of course, this is
all part of a larger system constantly working towards equilibrium. From
this perspective, humankind makes “projections” and “transformers” on
the environment to rationalize or make functional, which can never be as
sophisticated as naturally occurring systems.
Landscape as Problem: All landscapes possess benefits and problems,
characteristics in all situations which can be remedied to improve health
and safety, and functionality. To think of nature as a laboratory is to
dismiss human needs. As such, pollution and damage to ecosystem are
negligent to the needs of society. Additionally, landscape is a design
problem, that can be improved to bring about better harmony and
efficiency. This extent of humankind’s influence relates to concepts of
Landscape as Artifact, except with concerns about the role of economy,
society, and forces of change.
Landscape as Wealth: Landscape has monetary value in a market
economy that is affected by market forces and environmental
conditions. As with science, there is a method for observing beyond
façades, though organizing structures that analyze and break down
value. Elements of valuation include soil quality, accessibility, and an
assessed “quality” of the neighborhood. Additionally, location relative to
viewpoints, shops, schools, where the rich and poor live, and parks play a
part in the valuation of land. There is a motivation to improve landscape
via developments, to gain personal wealth.
Landscape as Ideology: Landscapes have an identity and can be
presented as cultural symbols, values, and philosophies. For example,
power, majesty, freedom, and individuality are concepts that can be
experienced of a view of landscape. Social philosophy can attach
broad ideas to landscapes in specific ways. As a result of embedding
landscape representation ideas into culture, changing a symbolic
landscape may require changing the idea it is associated with. On the
other hand, acts of landscape beautification could be social masks
motivated by a painfully needed change.
Landscape as History: This approach analyzes complex records
deep into natural history, geology, and early periods of colonization.
Chronological mapping is important to determine cycles, rates, and
causes of change. Whether natural or urban landscapes, chronological
12
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mapping requires diligent analysis of existing conditions, as well
as reconstructing bits and pieces of features and geometry. This
perspective of landscape, similarly to landscape as system, investigates
processes of change, for research, curiosity, reflection, or instruction.
Landscape as Place: Landscape is a locality, and connects to a specific
palette of colors, textures, nuances, and visual relationships of locale.
Though both naïve and comprehensive, this perspective integrates the
engagement of human senses and flavors of experiences particular
to place. Maps are the most effective way of expressing location,
environment, and landscape compositions. Like the historian, the
geographer can pursue investigations compositionally or particularly.
Every place holds its own specific peculiarities and the planet is
abundant with places. Well-cultivated locations are an important
dimension of human well-being. Further, ideologies and traditions
specific to place is essential to understanding individual problems.
Landscape as Aesthetic: This perspective holds more interest in the
visual elements and characteristics from nature, less functionality or
identities. Some traditional artistic observations of landscape may
promote special detachment to capture overall ideas of majesty,
harmony with humankind, marks of history, and so on. Rather than
observe functionality, processes, or systems, observation of scenery
can be represented through color, texture, line, symmetry, and other
elements and principles of art. Landscape as Aesthetic realizes
choreographed ideas or concepts that potentially links people and
thought.
•••
In terms of resonance with this thesis design project, the previous
definitions of landscape are ranked, 1 to 10 (1, being the strongest match):
1. Landscape as Place			
2. Landscape as History		
3. Landscape as System		
4. Landscape as Habitat 		
5. Landscape as Nature		

6. Landscape as Problem
7. Landscape as Wealth
8. Landscape as Ideology
9. Landscape as Aesthetic
10. Landscape as Artifact

In context of this design project, landscape refers to a specific place
that has a history, where naturally occurring systems happen, which
may also be a habitat for humans. By understanding a landscape, its
history, systems, and habitat, architecture can have more reciprocity in
the region. Nature is not necessarily above humankind and humankind
is not above nature. Humankind comes from nature. Separation of the
two promotes the divide between humankind and nature, perpetuated
by current values and technologies. In the grander scheme, humankind
13
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belongs in a naturally occurring environment, in a world, in a universe—
nature is dominant. Landscape is not a problem. It exists. Humankind
creates problems in artificial environments or in nature. Landscapes
are set in naturally occurring, active, evolving ecosystems. Problems are
constructed ideas.
Landscape should be shared and managed well. Landscape as Wealth
applies functionality to landscape. Monetary value is an attempt at a
fair exchange of work to products and services. In dialogue with current
politics, dichotomies, and nuances, not all land sharing, management, or
occupation is monetarily equal. This topic is a whole other thesis project.
Landscape is not an artifact, all affected by humankind. Landscape
beyond the extent of humankind at macro and micro levels exist.
Landscapes where humankind does not occupy also exists. More than
an aesthetic or ideology, landscape is a dynamic, complex environment
and surface. Recognizing landscape as aesthetic and ideology
undermines its sophistication and interconnectedness with nature,
environment, and humankind.

14
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C H A P T E R 1
This research focuses on the
southern portion of the North
American Blue Ridge Mountains, in
the southwestern corner of North
Carolina. The goal is to understand
how Eastern Cherokee approaches
to residential construction were
resilient to time and weather,
integrated landscape, and
respected the environment,
traditions, and politics.
Most 21st-Century North American construction doesn’t consider the
past, future, or site beyond zoning and local codes – and by site, meaning
landscape, ecology, geology, and geography. The Native Americans
built in a way that was locally sourced, renewable, and regional. Art
and artifacts are linked to climate, ecologies, and landscapes. What is
indigenous to a place is specific to a site, but is also responsive to forces
that render the site uninhabitable. Analyzing these techniques and
traditions identifies technology that is renewable, site specific, and high
performing for specific climates and resources. This regional specificity
is key to understanding architecture that is both respectful to landscape
and resilient to climate.
The Cherokee people were a group of Native Americans who inhabited
lands in the Southeastern United States until they were forcibly removed
to the Oklahoma Territory starting in 1831. Prior to the removal era
the Cherokee attempted to preserve their own lands by repeatedly
reciprocating Western thought: they formalized an “alphabet” called
syllabary, wrote their own dictionary, formalized a written law,
and established a capital and a constitution. Archaeologist and
Anthropologist, Dr. Christopher B. Rodning explained how knowledge
and experience of place becomes obscured and hidden during Western
colonization of Cherokee lands:

Photo of barn rafters at the Oconoluftee Mountain Farm Museum in Cherokee, North
Carolina
16

Cherokee towns and people became disconnected not just from
the areas where they had lived, and the resource catchment
zones around them, but also from the center places — mounds,
townhouses, hearths, dwellings, and burials — that anchored
them to the cultural landscape. Cherokee oral tradition and
17
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cultural memory have preserved some aspects of that sense
of place, but, eventually, people stopped building mounds and
townhouses, stopped maintaining constant fires in townhouse
hearths, and stopped burying their dead underneath the settings
of household and community life. The abandonment of such
places, and related practices of placemaking, represents one
of the many ways in which Cherokee and other Native American
peoples have been dislocated and dispossessed in the course of
European contact and colonialism in North America.
Cherokee Culture. The inherent regionality of indigenous construction
practices acknowledges climatic and landscape conditions specific to
their site. Prior to strong Western influence, in the early to mid-Historic
Indian Period (ca. CE 1550-1700), the Cherokee integrated a dialogue
between constructed and natural conditions without one dominating the
other in the Blue Ridge Mountains, a region rich with culture, landscapes,
ecologies, and politics.
Accumulated archaeological findings consistently identify familial
clusters of homes around a central courtyard and work area, separated
100 meters apart, but near a central Great Townhouse. The Great
Townhouse was a structure for practicing collective discussions by
holding meetings and celebrations. A fire constantly smoldered in the
hearth in townhouses. Townhouses, mounds, and any large outdoor
spaces dedicated towards celebrations and sports were always
positioned near clean running water.
Villages would often consist of 30 to 80 wattle and daub houses, and
up to eight people would share a wattle and daub house. Within each
cluster, houses were spaced about 20 meters, center to center. The
Eastern Cherokee site at Coweeta Creek, in southwestern North
Carolina, consists of mainly winter houses and summer houses. The
Eastern Cherokee typically rebuilt new homes over the previous
locations. The dead were buried over four feet below ground of the
winter houses and townhouses, in a continuous burial cycle charged with
strong belief systems and tradition. Beds made of cane covered with
grass and animal hides were located on the floor in winter homes, but
were raised above ground in summer homes. Woven mats and deerskins
were used as floor coverings. Possessions were stored in woven baskets
in storage structures, attics spaces, or in pits.
Southern Blue Ridge Ecology. Although used around the world,
wattle and daub construction was typical for Southeastern Native
American, particularly Cherokee construction prior to the 19th Century.
Construction of a house would require forward planning to coordinate
with the town’s resources as well as preparation of materials. This
required harvesting local and organic materials and was the primary
18

structural system of the Eastern Cherokee summer and winter houses.
Wattles refer to branches, reeds, or stalks interwoven between vertical
stakes to build a latticework structure.
Daub plastering, a combination of soft materials (including soil, clay,
mud, and lime), is composed of binders (to hold the mix together),
aggregates (to give bulk and dimensional stability), and reinforcement
(to prevent expansion and contraction and increase resilience). The
daub mixture is prepared in a small pit where local community members
stamped on the material while adding water and a mixture of ingredients
until the correct consistency is made. Because of wood specific to the
Appalachian region, Braun’s Classifications of Forest Regions in the
Southeast suggests only
oak, chestnut, tuliptree,
sassafras, hickory,
spruces, and long leaf
pine were harvested for
constructing houses.
Tree growth patterns
directly correspond to the
southern portion of the
Blue Ridge Mountains and
determine construction
resources.
Southern Blue Ridge
Geology + Hydrology.
Bedrock geology at the
Coweeta site consists
mostly of Precambrian
metamorphic crystalline
rock formations (from
about 500 million years
ago) with few small
bodies and windows of
igneous and sedimentary
19
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rocks. These characteristics, in combination with the climate, create
interesting ground-water flow throughout the area. Typically, water
cannot penetrate the underlying crystalline rock below topsoil. In the
Blue Ridge Mountains, glacial fractures in the solid rock have eroded to
become underwater streams and springs. This continuous flow of water
allows soil in the Blue Ridge Mountains to remain rich and fertile, and
the region to remain humid throughout the year. The Blue Ridge Eastern
Cherokee located their building sites on well-drained, level landforms
above the flood plain. Additional considerations include soil depth, and

thermal mass faced the afternoon sun, and corners were rounded. Due
to weathering, a wattle and daub house would last about 20 years before
it would need repair or replacing.

loamy to clayey conditions for farming or building, respectively. Southfacing terrain allowed heavily plastered blank wattle and daub walls of
winter homes to take advantage of passive solar heating.
Southern Blue Ridge Climate. The southern portion of the Blue Ridge
Mountains experiences temperatures as cold as the upper teens in
January, but a yearly average of 54°F. Specifically, the Eastern Cherokee
site at Coweeta Creek is at 2024 feet elevation and experiences up to
about 100 inches of precipitation per year. Temperate, humid conditions
are common in the Blue Ridge Mountains, allowing for abundant water
and vegetative resources. Eastern Cherokee construction needed to
withstand high levels of humidity, extensive precipitation, and large
temperature swings with open air summer houses and cave-like hot
houses. Archaeologists note how most entrances oriented to the
southeast avoiding the northwestern winter wind, blank walls with
20

Cherokee Construction Siting. The Blue Ridge Eastern Cherokee
located their building sites on well-drained, level landforms above the
flood plain. They built in familial clusters of homes, separated 100 meters
apart, but near a central Great Townhouse. Additional considerations
include soil depth, loamy to clayey conditions for farming or building, and
south-facing terrain for passive solar heating. Coweeta Creek consists
of mainly winter houses and summer houses. Archaeologists note how
most entrances oriented to the southeast avoiding the northwestern
winter wind, blank walls with thermal mass faced the afternoon sun, and
corners were rounded. The dead were typically buried over four feet
below ground of the winter houses. Further, Eastern Cherokee typically
rebuilt new homes over the previous locations.

21
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Summer House Construction. The “Summer House” has split sapling
waddle substructure for plastering a mud daub mixture. The wattle is
weaved around three to four-inch thick pitch-pine or sassafras poles,
about six feet tall, and spaced about 8-12” apart. Four pine posts
carry the rafters for the poplar bark roof shingles. Summer homes are
rectangular in plan, open air, allow indirect light into the house, have
attics and storage closets,
and may have multiple
hearths. Often, roofing
would be shingled with bark
or thatched with grass. At
the peak, the roof material
would often bend inward
to form a smoke opening.
All roof openings had an
operable shutter. During
the summer, most cooking
occurred outside the house
so the house would not
overheat.
Winter House Construction. The “Winter House” uses forked wall
posts for wattle, white oak rafters, and four heavy, forked pine roof
supports. Winter homes were more circular in plan, often dome shaped,
and roofed with poplar bark to prevent precipitation from eroding the
exterior daub plastering. A rectangular wattle and daub winter house is
unusual because it is less efficient at trapping and retaining heat. The
roof and walls are woven with split sapling wattle and daubed with mud
and withered grass. Also referred to as the “hot house” this seasonal
domicile is efficient at trapping and retaining heat because it is built on
a depressed basin, has earth embankments on its sides, and is half the
size of summer homes. Six or seven rooms would open to the central
hearth, which includes a large pot for cooking family meals. The winter
homes also had a much smaller entrance door opening, about four feet
in height. Winter houses range from 8 to 10 feet tall, and 12 to 14 feet
across.

CHAPTER 1

summer house). Like the summer and winter houses, the exterior walls
were lined with reed-woven benches and other furniture. Through,
there were no windows in the Cherokee log cabins; just a tall, slender
door centered on the broad wall that faced southeast. Like the summer
house, the outdoor workspace was occupied during most of the waking
hours. The door was always open, except in the coldest winter months.
During the hottest summer months, the log house inhabitants would
sleep outside on the ground. It wasn’t until the 1830s that the Cherokee
log houses started incorporating a floor—there was still interest in
keeping a bare, earthen floor inside the habitation space (like the winter
house). However, the bare earthen floor for ritual was moved to an
attached or detached root cellar pit, which would always be positioned
to the southwest of the house. During log house early adoption, the
central hearth of old traditions was moved to the exterior gable-end
chimneys.
Conclusion. This thesis research focuses on the southern portion of
the North American Blue Ridge Mountains, and explains how Eastern
Cherokee approaches to residential construction were specific to
local climate, landscape, environment, traditions, and politics. Further
investigation of Blue Ridge Eastern Cherokee architecture under the
influence of Western colonists during the late-Historic Indian Period (ca.
CE 1750-1830s), as the Cherokee started fashioning their homes as log
houses, while also integrating traditional aspects of construction reveals
important characteristics tied to place. Differences in architecture
and traditions indicate construction and spatial techniques brought by
colonization. Specific analysis of new techniques among old ones (and
vice versa) emphasize the traditions Eastern Cherokee valued, especially
regionally specific ones that integrated climate and landscape.

Log House Construction. After hundreds of years of construction
with wattle and daub, building approaches underwent drastic changes
to reciprocate a dialogue through shared technologies with Western
cultures. The standard Cherokee Log House was revised many times,
as building traditions changed over time to integrate different Western
construction approaches while still maintaining cultural rituals and
traditions. At first, in the late-1700s, Cherokee log houses were small, in
order to replicate some of the qualities of the winter house. Eventually,
the log houses were generally as large as 12 feet by 24 feet in plan, and
tall enough to stand erect, with a small storage loft overhead (like the
22
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C H A P T E R 2
The small town of Cullowhee,
NC, in the micropolitan county
of Jackson, is easily accessed
by highway an hour outside of
Asheville. It’s home to growing
Western Carolina University.
Adjacent to the school, students,
professors, and guests migrate
into seasonally occupied domiciles
that flattened landscapes and
erased local ecologies. This also
puts additional pressure on local
infrastructure and watersheds.
Jackson county overall is rural but
has been experiencing increasing
growth the past few years.
Asheville previously experienced a steady growth of 1.3-1.4% per year
mainly due to migration. But lately, this has slowed to about 0.7% per
year since 2017. In addition, the surrounding region is densifying at
various rates, “For example, Maggie Valley and Waynesville in Haywood
County had 1.7% and 1.4% growth rates in 2018, respectively; while
Weaverville in Buncombe County clocked a 1.6% rate and Mills River
and Fletcher, both in northern Henderson County, tallied 1.2% rates,”
according to the local Citizen Times. However, Asheville remains an
economic and urban hub in Western North Carolina, as noted by the 49%
change in population of Asheville during business hours. These areas,
Maggie Valley, Waynesville, Weaverville, Mills River, and Fletcher are
anywhere from a 15 to 40-minute drive to Asheville. The fastest growing
county in the region is Haywood, which was shrinking in population in
2011 and 2012.

Photo of the Blue Ridge Mountains, facing northwest, overlooking the town of Clyde,
North Carolina on Highway 74.
24

Many once rural towns around Asheville are quickly becoming cities
because of their population increase. As the greater Asheville sprawl
spreads, identity, place, and scale are lost. For the sake of economical
habitat production, much that is new is also flavorless and unintentional.
Development and construction don’t integrate landscape, but
ostracizes, with building techniques that homogenize site.
25
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Precedents point to future growth in the small town of Cullowhee, as
well as an expanding reach of Asheville’s influence to Western North
Carolina. Neighboring towns, are already growing quickly. The goal is to
beat the Asheville sprawl, before it damages the landscapes (i.e. ecology,
geology, geography) surrounding the growing town of Cullowhee. What is
indigenous to a place is specific to a site, but is also responsive to forces
that render the site uninhabitable. Analyzing pre-colonial construction
techniques and traditions identifies technology that is renewable, site
specific, and high-performing for specific climates and resources. When
blended with today’s Blue Ridge Mountain vernacular and standardized
technologies, this regional specificity is key to designing architecture
that is both respectful to landscape, resilient to climate, and brings forth
cultural practices that reciprocate place.
Architecture specific to people living in the Blue Ridge Mountains today
utilizes different technologies and construction techniques from the
Pre-Colonial Cherokee. Old and new construction techniques are valid,
and should all be recognized. With an emphasis on allowing people and
landscape to thrive, blending Cherokee, current-day building practices
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, and capabilities in today’s technology
can promote a reciprocal integration of construction, landscape, and
cultures rooted in the region. But, more than a specific discourse about
architecture in the Blue Ridge Mountains, this report will reflect on a
process and workflow for designing that is not invasive to a landscape or
culture.
Public Space. Western Carolina University (WCU) makes a concerted
effort to include the community in activities, as well as maintain an open
campus. Outside of WCU, in Cullowhee, public spaces are uncommon.

CHAPTER 2

As many rural places, building public spaces is generally not a priority.
Public spaces tend to be more informally the outdoors, such as trails and
the nearby Great Smoky Mountains. This presents obvious challenges
and accessibility concerns. There is a community garden just north of
the school. Neighboring towns in “the seat of Jackson Country” Sylva
and Dillsboro are notably a bigger attraction for community spaces,
nightlife, and non-profit initiatives.
Health. Asheville is
a desirable place to
live, on the edge of the
Blue Ridge Mountains,
where winters are
bearable and summers
gentle. But Greater
Asheville’s developing
infrastructure is
degrading the air quality
as polluted air gets
trapped in the valleys.
Jackson county is
quickly growing, and some poor-quality air is blowing over from distant
industrial sources. This is a common concern throughout the Blue
Ridge Mountains. In many cases, isolated valleys or watersheds taken
advantage of by industrial development will pollute adjacent areas, and
without any repercussions. Often, unless there is a direct correlation to
fatal harm, nothing will be done to remedy unclean air or polluted water.
The closest hospital is in Sylva, over 15 minutes away. Western Carolina
University has a clinic, but it’s not for general public use.
Work and Economy. WCU and Southwestern Community College, on the
Sylva border just north of Cullowhee, provide strong revenue sources
for Cullowhee. Unfortunately, this is driving up cost of living, making
Cullowhee expensive for locals to buy property or pay rent. Otherwise,
most Cullowhee citizens appreciate WCU and believe the school is big
contributor in the town’s prosperity. For a driving commute time of
less than an hour to Asheville, the cost of living in Jackson County is
significantly less. Cullowhee seems to want to grow into the next miniAsheville. WCU is pushing entrepreneurial education, and unemployment
remains low, despite tourism-focused startups. This can be interpreted
as the area having a robust economy.
Infrastructure. The small towns adjacent to Asheville provide
infrastructural services to portions of the region. To meet the demand
of housing, mountains are being removed, brick and mortar stores built,
and suburban neighborhoods are spreading. Increasing population
growth is threatening the Blue Ridge Mountains. Greater Asheville
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ecosystem. Mud slide concerns are not uncommon. Abandoned
brownfields and other forms of pollution in isolated areas are also
not uncommon, but closer to Asheville. Of course, Cullowhee in not
invulnerable to this. Disrupting watersheds degrades water quality, as
damming and merging watersheds occurs.
My personal interest in topography, southern identity, and cultural
preservation is driving me to focus on the Blue Ridge Mountains. But
my research is really about process, workflow, and developing a way
of designing that is not invasive to a landscape or culture. This work
will culminate with an architectural design opportunity presented in
a gallery, in addition to the September 2020 publication. The gallery
will present drawings, experimentation with materials, application of
alternative construction practices, and models.

spreads without consideration of the landscape, its identity as a place,
or its history. In growing Cullowhee, economizing water sources is a
concern. The area is full of various types of schools, especially in Sylva.
Roads require expansion as traffic increases.
Environment. New architecture must integrate the language of the
landscape, promote a sense of place, and include historical and
traditional building techniques that evolved specifically for the region,
without overloading the existing infrastructure. Current and ongoing
construction ignores naturally occurring systems in place for a stable
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C H A P T E R 3
As Westerners colonized the area,
the Cherokee fostered the crosspollination of building technologies
to reciprocate a dialogue with
Western societies. Currently,
evidence of place is blanketed with
Blue Ridge Mountain vernacular
that is resilient to time and
weather.
By understanding indigenous construction traditions and programmatic
needs specific to the area, future buildings could realign to landscape
and construction reciprocity. Cullowhee, in the image below, is home to
growing Western Carolina University. Adjacent to the school, students,
professors, and guests migrate into seasonally occupied domiciles that
flattened landscapes and erased local ecologies.

Google Maps captures of the Southeastern US and Western North Carolina, with
Cullowhee outlined. The Asheville sprawl concentrates in the valleys along highways.
30
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Thesis Site. The site is located on the on the west side of the of HWY107
running north-south through Cullowhee, isolated from Western Carolina
University’s main campus, but a close drive. Pedestrian access from
the site to the school is hindered by busy highways, steep topography,
and a lack of pedestrian crossings and sidewalks. The site is adjacent
32
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to apartments and single-family homes occupied by students. To the
west is also a medical center. There is a difference in elevation of 400ft
from the bottom of the 100-acre site to the summit. So, it was important
to determine the ideal building locations of 20%-slope grade or less,
outside of areas that drain water, and with a southeastern exposure.
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Thesis Program. Drawing on Cherokee techniques and traditions
provides alternative housing approaches that relate to the current
natural context and the identity of the Blue Ridge Mountains. In
response to overdevelopment and suburban sprawl, the proposed
program includes prototype housing for the region, as well as a central
civic center that ser ves the needs of an active community. This design
will provide improved alternate access to WCU. The intention is to
beat the sprawl with better-design houses that alleviate rising costof-living. But also ser ve multiple housing markets and demographics
with new community spaces that reciprocate values which evolved in
the region.

Thesis Design Program
Housing for 100 Families
Kitchen
Pantry
Living/Dining Room
Storage
Bathroom
Family Room/Den
Workspace
Storage
Master Bedroom
Closet
Master Bathroom
Bedroom 1
Closet
Bedroom 2
Closet
Utility

Public Civic Center
120sf
4sf
330sf
16sf
30sf
150sf
150sf
8sf
300sf
30sf
60sf
120sf
16sf
100sf
16sf
60sf

Reception Area/Lobby
Receptionist
Office
Storage
Public Restrooms
Coat Closet
Lounge/Cafe
Cafe
Mini-Kitchen
Storage
Shopping Mart
Eating/Sitting Area
Restrooms
Classroom/Craft Room
Storage
Meeting Room
Storage
Restrooms
Offices (5)
Closet
Utility
MEP
Fire Protection

400sf
20sf
120sf
120sf
120sf
10sf
750sf
100sf
60sf
150sf
100sf
200sf
120sf
300sf
30sf
200sf
16sf
100sf
600sf
20sf
200sf
100sf
80sf

Summer House Elements. Drawing from Cherokee typologies, some key
characteristics of the summer house includes open air space overhead, that
is open to east and west indirect light; multiple hearths inside and outside the
house; four central timber posts in a line built of black locust, and supporting
the roof structure; and an outdoor workspace on the southern side.
34
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Winter House Elements. The
winter house is dark and cave-like,
and has no outdoor workspace
in from of it. The winter house
characteristics also include a
continuously burning central
hearth, a bare earthen floor,
four central posts in a square
supporting the roof structure
(again, black locust), and seven
perimeter posts on each side for
the waddle.
Shared Winter and Summer
House Traditions. Important
consistencies between precolonial Cherokee summer and
winter houses are: southeastfacing entrance facades;
symmetrical plans along the
central southeast and northwestaxis; both winter and summer
houses are aligned and centered
along the central southeast
and northwest-axis on a site;
the presence of four central
black locust posts; and central
hearths. These specific Cherokee
traditions lasted from the 1500s
to the late-1700s, when western
settlement in the area began.
36
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Cherokee Log House
Elements. Many
Cherokee relocated
to the mid-west in the
early-1800s to the
1830s, carrying away
building traditions.
Others interpreted log
house construction
with various traits and
characteristics that
changed drastically
over time. However, by the
mid-1800s, more consistent
characteristics included:
windowless exterior facades,
only the doorway allowed
natural light in; an attached
or detached potato cellar
with a bare earthen floor to
the southwest of the house;
a large outdoor workspace;
and a hearth to an exterior
gabled chimney at the end
wall, which would be at the
northwest or northeast
facade.
Elements in Current Homes. The typical current vernacular is characterized
by a low pitch metal gabled roof with roof extensions in the front and back,
the preferred south-facing porch, privacy features on site concealing the
backyard (i.e. vegetation, fences), a fireplace at the end wall, and of course,
manufactured building elements.
Shared Cherokee Log House and Current House Building Traditions.
Consistencies between Cherokee log houses and current homes includes
the main entry on the south or southeast side, the flat side (broad side) of the
gabled roof facing south or southeast, symmetrical layouts along the frontrear axis, a front workspace or porch, outdoor cooking held during hotter
months, and black locust is used for structural timber.
Programming, Massing, and Proportions. To configure the mass and
programming, proportions of the Cherokee winter house was integrated into
the design. By setting a height restriction, and including the entire mass of
the winter house, an effective solution was developed for including stepped
internal spaces and exterior walls on sloped terrain. Working back and forth
between plan and section, in addition to developing an experimental video
37
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extensive windows that provide a unique perspective looking up the forest
floor.
This design also intended on incorporating materials that are locally sourced,
such as hickory, pine, and locust. Some foundation and retaining walls are
intended on promoting newer craft traditions in stone masonry. Textures of
rammed concrete walls on the exterior walls are a nod to old wattle and daub
surfaces. Throughout the design, windows open to indirect light exposure in
the northeast and southwest, invite illumination of the open, airy spaces.
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that reflected boots-on-the-ground research in the region, emphasized the
importance of section to the concept of this project.
Section. Working in section meant designing around landscape, topography,
nature, and ground. Ground, in terms of soil condition, moisture content,
vegetative cover, etc. North Carolina does not recommend developing on land
with over 20% slope. But, because the site has very steep sloping terrain, a
25% slope was used to develop this section to challenge the design.
Plan. In terms of working in plan, the emphasis of proportions, traditions,
rituals, and inhabitation becomes more important. The bottom level is for the
entry space, which leads to the kitchen. The second level is the main level,
with a kitchen, summer house, and access to the winter house and utility
space. The kitchen is at the same level as the summer house, or living area.
There is a cooking wood stove in the kitchen, a central hearth in the living
room, and a central hearth in the winter house, or den. The den is intentionally
positioned to the back of the house, partially submerged, and has a sealed
earthen floor. Moving up towards the bedrooms, the mezzanine is a semiprivate family area that has and exit to the back of the house. This third plan
is also important because it shows that the utility space below has MEP
access to the mezzanine and living space below, as well as the bedrooms
and bathroom upstairs. Although partially submerged, the bedrooms have
38
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A P P E N D I X a
Thesis Probe (v1)
Blue Ridge Southeastern Cherokee Summer House
Coweeta Creek, North Carolina, United States
Circa 1750 CE
This is a physical model of a Southeastern Appalachian Cherokee Summer House,
built of split sapling waddle substructure for plastering a mud daub mixture. The
wattle is weaved around pitch-pine or sassafras poles. Pine posts carry the rafters
for the poplar bark roof. The daub plastering was left out to show the underlying
structure.
Summer homes are open air, allows indirect light into the house, has storage space,
is twice as large as the winter house, and has multiple hearths.
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A P P E N D I X b
Thesis Probe (v2)
Blue Ridge Southeastern Cherokee Waddle Technique
Applied to a Vertical Free-Form Surface
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This script is intended to
supplement the experimental
video. This video provides a tour
of place in one valley in the heart
of the Cherokee region with one
interview.
Defining place can include
elements of seasonality, ground
conditions, humidity, vegetation
density, slope…
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0.00-0.23

Driving on the road through the snow to introduce the
audience to the Blue Ridge Mountains atmosphere. The
louder wind makes the environment seem otherworldly.

0.24-1.18

Arrival at Mingus Mill Trail in Cherokee, NC. Introduction to
the interview with Dr. David Cozzo. Also, this is a transition
from asphalt to the landscape.
•
The movement towards the mill is interrupted with
intermittent flashing and cutting of the nearby mill that
is along the river.
•
The interview is ongoing in the background and its
volume fluctuates with the volume of the river sounds.
•
Walking towards the mill resumes, while Dr. Cozzo talks
about Kentucky.
•
The mill and flume flashes.

A P P E N D I X c
2.25-2.54

v2.55-3.22

3.23-4.06

1.19-1.45

The scene changes to a wider part of Mingus Mill Trail in a
forest positioned along a river. The interview starts talking
about regional materials used before and after western
colonization. Trail running resumes and Dr. Cozzo explains
that the Cherokee ways of building are lost to current
Cherokee culture. The video slows at the bridge and sound
is distorted.

4.07-4.59

1.46-2.24

A new scene closed to the mountain summit conveys a much
drier landscape. There are noticeable steep slopes and open,
blue skies. A contrasting video mask shows a superimposed
landscape closer to the bottom of the mountain inside a draw,
which is completely humid and near running water. Dr. Cozzo
speaks about diseases deadly to the forests, and how some
species of vegetation are extinct. Nature is out of balance
due to old growth lost.
•
Mingus Mill flashes.
•
The masked video
shows water, land, mud,
earth, forest, and
Mingus Mill at different
scales.
•
When Dr. Cozzo says, “…makes you want to jump off a
bridge,” flash the bridge.

5.00-5.06

5.07-5.22

With the same interview clip still ongoing, another scene
with asphalt transitions to a wood bridge crossing that has
railings. Another mask
appears, contrasting
atmospheres that are
wet, dry, lush, relatively
arid, dark, and light while
walking or running. The
interview is discussing tree illnesses.
The inter view clip still ongoing , Dr. Cozzo discusses
Scandinavian immigrants adopting ways specific to regional
and Cherokee ways. The scene switches to that of wet
ground, and another bridge. The altitude is mentioned in
the trail running video.
•
Small forest details contrast with the scale of the trail
video. These videos are smaller, flickering, and scattered
in the positioning in the screen.
•
A contrasting video mask
shows
superimposed buildings along a
NC State
Route 19.
Scenery changes to the summit of the mountain and Mingus
Mill Trail. The interview is discussing concerns about race,
cultures, and the inclusivity of Cherokee and mountain people
to outsiders. The scenery at the summit is dry. Trail running
starts downhill and shows switchbacks as the interview ends.
•
Superimposed videos of detailed plantlife and running
water appears
•
Playback of a wet trail and loud breathing repeats.
A rotted fallen tree appears followed by a path broken up
by trickling streams that is framed by 6x6 timber. Dr. Cozzo
talks about the succession of life and the back-and-forth
movement of groups of Cherokee over the landscape.
He explains that building materials, like Black Locust,
are regenerative and support the movement people and
rebuilding or towns.
A steady, non-flickering view of Mingus Mill appears. I flash
upside down with voice unintelligible.
Scenery of running down from the summit resumes, with
open landscape, dry atmosphere, open and blue sky, and sun
glare. The glare increases to video white out and the sound
fades out. The video ends.
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This is an abbrebviated
transcription of the second
interview with Dr. Benjamin A.
Steere, Head of Cherokee Studies
at Western Carolina University in
Cullowhee, NC. The interview was
held January 17, 2020 at 9:30am in
his office...

A P P E N D I X d
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:

You know, which has some symbolic meaning as well. Yeah.

•••
Dr. Steere:
I think one of my students may have . . . I'm so bad about giving books to students and not getting them back so I think somebody's got a
copy of King's Site. But Dave thought that -- they were intentionally using the
number seven and number four as in like the number of wall posts and stuff,
like you've always got four corner support posts.
Chris:

Yeah.

Chris: That's responsive to the landscape and less invasive. I also thought
it was really cool that in the winter houses the dead are buried in the winter
houses and it's why they do that is . . . I think it's interesting. I'm not going to
record . . .

Dr. Steere:
But he felt looking at some evidence they were intentionally
trying to put seven wall posts in each wall because seven and four are both
sacred numbers.

Dr. Steere:

Chris:

Yeah, yeah.

Right, yeah.

Chris: But I thought maybe it was because in the winter the ground would
harden so in the winter houses the ground would always be soft so it became tradition and custom to continue burying the dead in the winter houses. I could be totally wrong.

Dr. Steere:
So you would have some numerality stuff going on, you know,
along with more overall design.

Dr. Steere:
It's also -- I think it's also about commemorating those houses and sanctifying the houses with the ancestors.

Dr. Steere:
I think what his idea was was like hearth. Interior support
posts at each of the four corners and then it would've been like one, two,
three, four, five, six, seven like on each side. And I haven't done this right really. I didn't get it square enough. But one, two, three. Yeah. So you'd have like
seven. This should be square, but he thought you had like seven on each wall
and then your four support posts and then, you know, entry trenches often
to the southeast or at least east. That's north. So and I looked at this, I actually looked at this and a lot of Mississippian period winter houses. You know,
there's some places where it looks like folks may have intentionally been
trying to get seven but then you get rebuilding episodes and repair episodes
and stuff and that picture gets kind of muddled. It can be hard to tell if that's
what they were going for. I think it's possible. It certainly is possible, yeah.

Chris: Yeah. Just like imbuing it with this ancestral kind of presence inside
the house.
Dr. Steere:
Chris:

Yeah. Yeah.

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
And there's also, and I think Bret and Tom write about it in
their chapter in the log cabin volume, that idea of like the ground being the
safe, neutral place where you can sort of safely neutralize things that are
really powerful. And so obviously human remains and the ancestors are very
powerful and so underground is sort of this safe, neutral place where things
that are powerful are made kind of neutral in a good way, like in a kind of
safe way. So yeah.
•••
Dr. Steere:
That drawing's a little odd but yeah, that would be . . . that
almost looks more like kind of a Mandan and Hidatsa earth lodge a little bit.
But yeah, the basic pattern is kind of okay but yeah, you'd have a little more
room between the central support post and the walls typically to give more
room for like benches and just kind of space to move around. And then yeah,
they were intentionally semi-subterranean which has good heat retention
through inequalities but then also, you know, they were then going to use
that earth that's excavated out to kind of put up along the sides and that
helps with heat retention and helps with draining as well.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
And symbolically it may make it more like kind of going into
the below world a little bit.
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Chris:

Chris:

Is it seven between the corners or it's seven total?

Yeah.

(24:12)
Dr. Steere:
I saw less of that in the rectangular summer houses, like I
wasn't able to consistently give number of posts, but I think there's you've
always got that rectangular pattern and I think you're dead on with the way
folks are thinking about sunlight coming in and heat retention and stuff with
the summer houses or heat deflection. But yeah, go ahead. Yeah.
•••
Dr. Steere:
Cool. All right, so Cherokee Central School, I did the archaeology out here before it was a school when it was like just a field, you know?
And there are hundreds of houses out there and a massive archaeology site.
Really cool site. But they've got this kind of main sort of central section of the
building and then one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, the seven-sided buildings or seven-sided plan and that's for the seven tribes or the seven clans of
the Cherokee. So seven clans, seven wings if you will, with this nice courtyard
area in the middle. And so that idea is kind of a reference to the clan system.
Chris:

Yeah.
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Dr. Steere:
And I don't know if . . . oh sweet. Thanks Google. Yeah. So
looking at the school they've incorporated like basketry sign and ceramic
patterns. This is a . . . it's a pot that was gifted to me by the THP (?) like a
Joel Queen pot, Joel's a really renowned potter, and he's done this to kind of
emulate more traditional Cherokee ceramics from like the 1700s. So you've
got a rectilinear complicated stamping on this bowl above the rim, so that's
actually a fairly traditional ceramic style there. And similarly you can see the
kind of banding, the zig-zag pattern, rectilinear stamping so there's really
clear callouts to Cherokee pottery and basketry. Another gift, a Bradley basket. You'll see a lot of sort of the exterior façades and stuff that really mirror .
. . you can touch it dude. You can touch the basket, yeah.
(32:35)
Chris:
Yeah.

Yeah, I was just at the museum and we had to -- we couldn't touch.

Dr. Steere:
Yeah, you know? So you see a lot of basketry and ceramic
designs sort of incorporated into the exterior of buildings. And then also this
is kind of cool, you wouldn't necessarily know this, but there's a strong like
strong building like mason tradition. Stone mason, not like weird stonemasons, the cult stonemasons, but guys who work with stone in Cherokee. For
years, I don't know if they still do, they taught masonry at the Oconaluftee
Job Corps, Job Corps program, in Cherokee. And Jerry Wolf who is a beloved man, the beloved man of the Cherokee, he just died a little while ago,
he was like a . . . Jerry Wolf is famous. He was I think the first beloved man
of the Cherokee? And renowned storyteller, elder, keeper of tradition. He
worked with the museum for years as like a guide and people would like . . .
meeting the Cherokee beloved man when they go, you know? Monumental
figure. He was 93 when he died. He was a D-Day vet.
Chris:

Oh wow.

(34:00)
Dr. Steere:
Yeah, he was involved in the Normandy invasion working on
aviation repair. He was on a destroyer escort at Normandy. And I think he
might've also been like at the Pacific Theater on V-Day in Japan. He's like
everywhere.
Chris:

Oh my god.

Dr. Steere:
But Jerry was also really a stonemason. He taught masonry
for years. And so when you drive around Cherokee you're going to see beautiful stonework. And so that's a more recent tradition but just heads-up.
Chris: Yeah, absolutely. Okay, so another thing that I want to touch on as
far as architecture is the current stuff that's there today is there today. It's all
truth. Like the past, what is there now, it's all truth. It should all be incorporated and it should all be integrated.
Dr. Steere:
Yeah. Let me show you another really cool building, and this
one's really neat. This is a very special place. This is . . . there's the Cherokee
high school and that's on Big Cove Road. Yeah, so this is the . . . this is a place
called the New Kituwah Academy and you can't really . . . okay. Visibility's
not great here, but New Kituwah Academy, there's still various signage. The
Cherokee syllabary, written version of the Cherokee language, and there's
that really nice stonework. The New Kituwah Academy, let's back up to get a
better view, was formerly a hotel. It was called like the Boundary Tree Hotel,
named for the boundary tree marker. But basically it's a former hotel. It actually had some really nice stonework that Jerry Wolf did when he was probably like in his 20s or something right? And they did manage to save some
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of that stonework. There he is. Not really showing . . . there are a couple
façades they managed to kind of save. I think like this section of the building.
Anyway, that's kind of cool to keep in mind.
(36:05)
And also if you drive past New Kituwah you'll also see, you know, the syllabary you're going to see everywhere, the syllabary, the Cherokee written
language marketing Cherokee places. But you're going to see more like basketry -- basketry patterns, ceramic design. Another place . . . the Cherokee
hospital also had a lot of that kind of -- I think it was the same architect that
worked on the high school. Worked on the hospital. Yeah, it's kind of offset.
Let me see if . . . yeah, so the interior in particular, so there's . . . that's Cherokee Nation. So there's that stonework again.
Chris:

Yeah.

(37:38)
Dr. Steere:
The interior in particular, actually you can see on the façade
. . . yeah, there you go. That's like classic complicated stamped ceramic design. That's also actually part of a complicated stamped ceramic design. So I
say that so you sort of understand that like I think right now for a lot of building designers in Cherokee the way they're sort of incorporating traditional
ideas in a lot of the buildings is kind of in the façades right? And decoration
decors.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
And this is very much just a . . . and they are doing some pretty cool things with that building. I mean you're an architectural student. You
may even just looking at these things pick up on more recent architectural
practices but it's still very much like a western, you know, American architectural tradition and then decorating it.
Chris:

Yeah. Yeah.

(38:30)
Dr. Steere:
Which I think is really meaningful but I just want to give you
that information so when you're driving around you're going to see that.
You're going to see like okay, this is cool. But that's kind of -- I would say
there's . . . it's not mainstream, you know, the idea -- your idea -- of actually
using like indigenous materials and wattle and daub and stuff. It's probably
not that much on people's minds.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
But that idea of these callouts to Cherokee culture through
highly visible kind of signals and façades and stuff, that's kind of where
things are at now. Does that make sense?
Chris: Yeah. Yeah. It's . . . I'm trying to find a balance where I'm not in essence recreating the past because that would just be reminiscent.
Dr. Steere:

Right.

Chris: But continuing the Cherokee architecture line and then bringing in
what's there now and then, you know, but then also make -- elevating it to
serve the landscape and place better.
Dr. Steere:

Yeah, yeah. Here's the fairgrounds and you'll see a similar
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kind of thing. So that beautiful stonework which again is coming out of that
more 20th century tradition of stonework with basketry patterns, pottery
design type things. So -- and that's really interesting too because partly, you
know, I think part is signaling to members this is our place, this is our culture,
but it's also kind of for the tourists coming in from the outside it looks a little
exotic.
•••
Dr. Steere:
My students -- yeah, my students joke this is all I do in class.
There's some affordable housing, almost like Section 8 housing the tribe has
done, there on Acquoni Road. So you can kind of see, you know . . . so that's
the model they're using right now is the same kind of affordable housing
buildings as Habitat for Humanity, you know?
Chris:

These houses look really western.

(44:05)
Dr. Steere:
Oh yeah. Oh yeah. I mean definitely. And you do have -- and
you've got a syllabary there so Akona (?) Valley, so it's marking that place
and all that. But that certainly is a model, sort of what folks are doing now.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
Let's see. You know, another really cool point of contact for
you would be a program called RTCAR, so R-T-C-A-R, and that's Revitalizing
Traditional Cherokee Artisanal Resources. And RTCAR has been really big
into like replanting native river cane so that folks can have river cane for like
doing basketry and other sources. They're . . . they're funded by the Cherokee Preservation Foundation. The Cherokee Preservation Foundation is
remarkable. It's an organization that takes a portion of the casino revenue
every year and administers grants with it for cultural programs and economic development programs. So every time a retired white person from Atlanta
puts a quarter into a slot a portion of that goes into the CPF. They fund all
kinds of projects.
RTCAR, that would actually be a place where you could, you know, make
some connections. Like right now they're looking at national resources to
support basket weavers, potters, carvers, but I think it could be really interesting to, you know, be like hey, would you also be interested in talking about
architecture? And Dave Cozzo would be a great person to get in touch with
about that. Dave is I think retiring but not yet retired as the cooperative agricultural agent for Cherokee. Dave got his PhD from the University of Georgia
years ago. He's an ethnobotanist by training.
Chris:

Oh wow.

(46:20)
Dr. Steere:
He can talk to you about some trees and some plants, you
know? He's really big into like traditional Cherokee foods and plant uses and
stuff. Dave's a really good guy and you can tell Dave I sent you. He's got an
office in Cherokee but would also be a great person to talk about in terms of
what would it look like to try and actually use some traditional building methods for housing?
•••
Dr. Steere:
And I think you'll also get a lot from the museum and the
living village. If you go in there just reverse [0:47:52]. And I'll say too actually
you've been talking a little bit less than an hour but you strike me as very pa62
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tient and calm and respectful and I think that will be appreciated. And that's
the kind of demeanor that goes over really well actually with tribal members.
They can be a little more reserved, you know? They've had a lot of white
saviors come through explaining -- mansplaining to them how they're going
to fix their culture or save their culture and stuff.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:

You're not doing that and that's good.

(48:30)
Chris:

Yeah. And I don't know, I'm not . . . it's about like landscape.

Dr. Steere:

Yeah, right.

Chris: I'm not trying to like target the Cherokee. It's about I think a big problem, a bigger -- I think a problem that's bigger than the US.
Dr. Steere:
Well absolutely, and the problems of affordable sustainable
housing in the mountains, that's a huge thing. That's a fundamental problem
out here. I mean you would benefit from just driving around Koluwi (?) a little
bit and looking at the disparity of on the one hand trailer parks and then on
the other hand these second home cabins that are carved at ridiculous angles on hill slopes that are not safe. And even some of the campus construction that's happening right now, our university is booming.
Chris:

Yeah, it's big. There's a traffic light in it.

Dr. Steere:
Yes there is. Yeah. I mean it's like -- we're pushing 12,000
students which I mean in the '80s and '90s we were at 6,000 so it's a real
change. But yeah, look at the apartment buildings that are going up around
here. I don't know man, I'm not a hydrologist -- I'm not an engineer but I don't
know some of the slopes that are happening and some of the mountainsides
that are being cut out for apartment buildings. I don't think I would live up
there and the impacts on watersheds are going to be really bad.
•••
Dr. Steere:
I had a couple points I thought I would pass on, and please
consider these just like friendly advice and friendly edits for your presentation, especially if you got into speaking with tribe members and stuff. Just a
couple of words I would change and edit. Like in your title I would avoid that
word lost, like southern living lost. Like there's a real tendency to talk about
indigenous culture as being lost or being gone which even though I know
that's not what you're trying to do the implication is we're not here anymore.
It's lost. And it's like well actually a lot of traditional knowledge is still there, it
just looks way different.
So for example the textbook I inherited when I started teaching Native North
America, This Land Was Theirs. Right? This Land Was Theirs. Well the implication of that is this land's not theirs anymore, right? This is like this is
another -- this is written by an anthropologist, a pretty woke guy, yet he titled
his book This Land Was Theirs. It's like that's sort of like acquiescing and
surrendering to all the land sessions and stuff.
Chris:

Yeah.

(51:55)
Dr. Steere:
You know? So I'm not using that textbook anymore partly
because I found myself just teaching about the title for the first two weeks
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of class. [Laughs] What's wrong with it. So I would avoid that. You sort of use
the word extract a lot and that sort of carries that connotation of taking and
there's been a long history of people taking things from here and not giving
back like taking culture and taking artifacts and taking, you know, taking
basketry art that was made by artisans and reselling it at higher prices other
places. So those are just some words to kind of avoid because they carry a
whole lot of kind of colonial baggage with them, just to give you a heads-up.
I think that'll just help your -- as you're speaking about this stuff and speaking and thinking about that that's just a kind of anthropological insight that I
hope you'll find helpful when you talk about this stuff with folks.
Chris:

Yeah, I appreciate it.

Dr. Steere:
Yeah, no problem man. And I guess another thing that's so
interesting, this is kind of broader, like theoretical, I really was struck by the
really interesting conversations we had, me and other scholars, when we
were working on the log cabin book, this one.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
And I was . . . I mean I learned a lot from this process. So people had been -- people in the southeast had been making these winter-style
houses for hundreds and hundreds of years, you know?
Chris:

Yeah. Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
I mean these things appear as early as like late 1200s, early
1300s maybe and they're doing it all the way up until almost like Revolutionary War era in some cases. That basic pattern is still there as late as like
1760 right? That's like 400-some years of construction.
Chris:

Yeah.

(53:55)
Dr. Steere:
And before that post-in-ground construction, you know, goes
back even earlier to as early as like . . . I mean, you know, 500 BC? As early
as that? We've got good evidence of these kinds of structures. Certainly as
early as 200 or 300 AD we've got good evidence of that. So I always thought
that, you know, that transition from this post-in-ground architecture to building log cabins, you know, that always struck me as this huge thing.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
od. But . . .
Chris:

And it happens quick right? Like it happens in a 60-year peri-

But there was still a lot of resistance.

Dr. Steere:
Yes, exactly right? And as Tom, Belt, and Bret discuss in their
paper, you know, they're taking some of the architectural symbolism and
meaning that happened around the hearth and they're taking it inside the
cellar in these things, you know? And so I guess I was really struck by the
ways in which I think as like an archaeologist and someone interested in
houses and architecture and someone who's read so much about how houses reflect about people, you know, that seemed really dramatic to me. But I
think for a lot of southeastern Indians it was like okay, you know what? This
is a way to signal quite visibly to outsiders that we're participating in this, this
new thing, you know?
Chris:
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Dr. Steere:
That we're part of this wave of change going through. Also
strivers, like your hot shots, you want to have -- sort of ration up their social
status in the communities like okay, this is a new status symbol. I'm going to
do this because this is what you do if you're wealthy and if you want to display your prominence in the community.
Chris:

Yeah.

(56:00)
Dr. Steere:
So I was struck by the degree to which houses are changing
but as Bret writes in here as kind of like a one-liner the new traditional Cherokee house by 1820 is the cabin. And that's still very much like -- obviously
these are traditional Cherokee people. They still speak the language fluently.
They still have traditional foodways. They're still playing stickball. They still
know all the medicine. They've still got conjurers. You know, all these things
that are really fundamental to Cherokee culture, but the house has changed.
And I think I was making a bigger . . . I guess the pedestrian way to say it is I
was making a bigger deal out of this than the Cherokee were, you know what
I mean? [Laughs]
•••
Dr. Steere:
Yeah. Sure, sure. You get that and you also get dilatants and
a lot of . . . I'm trying to say this very sensitively but like it's a lot of people
-- you're not doing this at all, you're totally fine. I'm just explaining a thing
that happens out here. But there's lots of folks who for some reason claim
Cherokee ancestry or claim to have a great Cherokee grandmother, that
kind of thing. I don't know, maybe it's just a function of the American malaise
or something right? Folks come looking for something and tend to gravitate
towards Cherokee. And because Cherokee as a group are known sort of
culturally all over the US because of the Trail of Tears which is a thing people actually learn about in high school and because of things like the Jeep
Grand Cherokee, right? I mean I think when you have people who are going
to claim Cherokee ancestry, if they're from the south especially, they often
will say they're part Cherokee because that's a good name they've heard.
(1:00:45)
And so a lot of folks here are just tired of outsiders coming in claiming Cherokee ancestry or claiming some kind of tenuous connection with Cherokee
culture they don't really have. And that's not what you're doing, you've got a
genuine interest in landscape and place, but that's a thing that happens out
here a lot.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
And so I get a lot of really strange emails from people, you
know, wanting me to help them find their great lost Cherokee grandmother.
People even just walk up to museum staff and claim to be Cherokee and ask
how they can get an ID card. This is real. This happens. You should look at
this. This is like gallows humor for me but it's also kind of serious.
Chris:

It doesn't surprise me but at the same time I would think of . . . yeah.

Dr. Steere:
A Cherokee Indian a few years back put this FAQ. And look at
these things. These are actual questions tourists ask the museum staff like
"Who were the Cherokee princesses? Did the Cherokee live in teepees? Did
they wear headdresses? Do they live on a reservation?" This is actually really
interesting because the Eastern Band don't actually live on a reservation.
It's federal trust land. The Eastern Band today is about 16,000. 12,000 of
whom live still on the Qualla Boundary in Cherokee. And in 1818 or 1819, 1818
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and 1819, about 1,000 Cherokee bought contiguous blocks of land with cash.
They had help from this guy William Holland Thomas who was the son of a
white trader that they adopted into the community and Will Thomas grew up
to be a lawyer and he helped sort of like . . . he was like their Michael Cohen.
[Laughs] He was like their fixer.

through at the entrance.

Chris:

Chris:

Yeah.

(1:02:50)
Dr. Steere:
That's all . . . but yeah, they bought the land that is now the
Qualla Boundary, so that's not a reservation. That's actually land they bought
and have maintained. So the Eastern Band basically was able to lawyer up
and negotiate with the state of North Carolina and the federal government to
remain in place and not be removed on the Trail of Tears.
Chris:

Okay.

Dr. Steere:
And so these folks have been here since time immemorial. I
mean the Eastern Band is an indigenous group that's never left their ancestral territory which is pretty awesome actually.
Chris:

Yeah, okay.

Dr. Steere:
And then you've got the Cherokee Nation out in Nakoma and
those are the folks who did -- you know, were removed either on the trail
or, it's not voluntarily, but left ahead of the Trail of Tears. Cherokee Nation is
-- they're almost 200, 300,000. They're much bigger population numbers.
And there's a third group, the United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee, or the
UKB, and they broke off from the Cherokee Nation Oklahoma kind of early
on. They are a more traditional group and they also ended up -- they wanted
to have a one-quarter blood quantum rule which blood quantum is its own
sort of history. But they're more traditional in some ways. So you have three
bands of Cherokee or three federally-recognized tribes, Eastern Band over
here in North Carolina, Cherokee Nation out in Oklahoma, and then UKB,
United Keetoowah Band, also . . . so there's three federally-recognized tribes.
But yeah, looking at these FAQs here, you know, this is the kind of stuff folks
have to deal with from outsiders.
•••

Chris: Yeah.
Dr. Steere:
Highway 107.

If you -- going back to Cherokee you're going to go north on

Yeah.

Dr. Steere:
Just so you can look around a little bit go south on 107 a little
bit and jut drive down even just as far as the other entrance to campus and
you're going to see just a whole lot of mountainside grading going on like on
this side of the highway.
Chris:

Oh, yeah.

(1:07:55)
Dr. Steere:
As these new apartment buildings are kind of going up. So it
might even be worth taking some pictures of that just to, you know, get some
visuals for here's what's happening now. This is what student housing in one
of these mountain communities looks like in progress. That could be kind of
a . . . almost perfect anti-bibliography.
•••
Dr. Steere:
And I think that could be really neat, and I do think -- I'm embarrassed I haven't thought of this before but this is why it's good to meet in
person and talk sometimes but . . .
Dr. Steere:

Well I mean it's a totally different feel, you know?

Chris: It is. Yeah, man. I think speaking with Dave Cozzo and maybe some
of those RTCAR folks would be an interesting . . . that's a structure where
people are already taking like . . . more material, you know?
Chris:

Yeah, that sounds great.

Dr. Steere:
way.

Resources, like natural resources that are in a sustainable

Chris: I was told if I did meet with any members not to show up empty-handed.
Dr. Steere:
Chris:

Oh yeah.

Even bread or something like that.

Dr. Steere:
That's probably actually -- you're fine. You can show up empty-handed. It's fine. It's all good. When you first meet -- that's very kind but
you don't have to. In more formal meetings and stuff, like if you were invited
to like an elder's adviser group, this would be a down the road kind of thing,
that might be an appropriate thing to do.
•••
Dr. Steere:
I was going to say before you leave Cullowhee today I would
encourage you just to drive around here a little bit to sort of see even here,
you know, kind of how . . . how westerns kind of struggling with a booming
student population, how we're building. So we're here on the . . . this is us,
kind of older part of campus. Even just your phone or your GPS will take you
out past the main entrance which is here. There's a roundabout you came
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This is an abbrebviated
transcription of an interview
with Dr. David Cozzo who was the
Project Director (Emeritus) for
the Revitalization of Traditional
Cherokee Artisan Resources
(RTCAR) in Cherokee, NC. The
interview was held January 20,
2020 at 10am in his home in
Asheville, NC...
Dr. Cozzo:
Chris:

I've spent a lot of time in Fayetteville too.

Yeah?

(1:50)
Dr. Cozzo:
I have a teacher, an Indian teacher, and they have a center
down in Fayetteville of all places.
Chris:

Oh really? Huh.

Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah. Somebody asked him one time, you know, when they
were just finishing -- they finished at the center and they had a big gathering,
they said "Why did you put the center in Fayetteville?"
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
He said "Was it so we wouldn't have any distractions?"
[Laughter] You know, as opposed to clubs and tattoo parlors.
Chris: Yeah, I remember everywhere you go. And then the night clubs, the
dance halls and stuff.
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
It wasn't just the plants and the vegetation, there it was like
the cycle of succession. If you want -- you know, I get a lot [0:13:45]. That
was pretty important. And one of the things I've looked at is, you know, there
are reports that the Cherokee moved every 20, 25 years. They would move
the whole village, burn everything to the ground and move on. What happens
after you leave? One of the first things that comes into an old field is black
locusts. What are your best posts for anything? You know, they don't rot in . .
. they'll last 25 years when you put them into the ground.
(14:20)
So you've got this thing where you've got river cane gets pushed to the margins of the field edge just because it's -- you know, it could be corn. So you
push it to the edge but you keep it. You keep it in place because it's too valuable not to. You know, the village gets abandoned, people move to a new site.
The succession comes in, they may go -- they'll visit these sites again because there's mulberry trees that have been nurtured, you know? We need
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to clear out all the firewood around and leave the mulberry tree. Its crown
spreads out, you get more mulberries.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
But in the fields themselves you get your black locusts to
come back in, blackberries will come in, strawberries, all these things that
are around anyway kind of take over and your river cane gets thick again
and it moves back into the field. You hear the reports from like Bartram
when he first went through this area. Have you read any of Bartram?
Chris:

No.

Dr. Cozzo:
Okay, Bartram's Travels is there's a really good edited version.
He really describes -- he does one of the best jobs of describing this part of
the world and what it was like. And he talks about the river cane that was . .
. you know, how it -- he would, going through North Georgia, just miles and
miles of river cane as far as the eye can see.
(15:50)
Well when De Soto came 120 years earlier, or more than that, it would've
been . . . that was 1540s? Bartram was 1770 so 170 years later all he sees is
river cane in this area. Well demographic collapse happened and the Spanish introduced all the diseases. Well, Spanish and others. You know, many
introductions. But population's down anywhere from five to ten percent originally. All those old fields have gone back into river cane. But before that there
would've been the management, you know? And it was intensely managed.
This area was intensely managed.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
And those fields would've been. So when a village would pick
up and move, you know, for whatever reasons, you know, it's time, but your
ancestors were there. You wanted to go back. But the river cane would move
in. The early succession species which black locust is one of the primary
ones, that's going to come in. And so what do you have, you know? After 20,
25 years, a generation, you go back to that area, you know? And you've got
some things like your mulberry trees and certain things that have been taken
care of. Probably a grove of hickory nuts. But you've also got all the building
materials to start a new village. You know, you can -- we've got to clean this
field anyway, so when you're taking out your best posts 25-year-old black
locust is the perfect center post.
Chris:

Yeah.

(17:50)
Dr. Cozzo:
So you've got, just for the nature of what's happened, you've
got the ideal . . . and I haven't read this anywhere. This is just, you know, what
I notice being around there is yeah, so you're going to have -- your best posts
like that, especially the ones that are in contact with the ground, locust will
last for years. This is some of your best fence post. They're also going to be
your best house post.
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
Sure. Well let me give you two instances where motif matters.
There's a group called SPIN and it's getting kids into nature. I can't remember what the acronym stands for. It's up in the park. Well they had a . . . they
used the spiral motif and they had some t-shirts with the spiral motif on it.
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The cultural resource supervisor's a good friend of mine and he was saying
"Your spiral's backwards." And in Cherokee values you go from the outside
inside in a kind of counter-clockwise direction.

ucts especially goes into what you're looking at.

Chris:

Dr. Cozzo:
Oh, I want to say around 1950. He was one of the people that
really opened up Cherokee to tourism and part came in in the '30s and . . .
it's not published. It's at the archives of the American Philosophical Society. I
used to have an extra copy but I gave it to T.J.

Yeah?

(19:55)
Dr. Cozzo:
Well they had it going in a clockwise direction, you know? And
the clockwise direction is the direction of conjuring. It's the direction of the
underworld. So just having that one, you know, I mean they just looked at it
as a spiral. It was probably printed and it got reversed or whatever. But to not
notice that, and of course they wouldn't notice it, and most people wouldn't.
And most people in the tribe wouldn't know the difference. But the cultural
researcher, that's his job, you know? So he kind of pointed that out to them
and, you know, it was taken off. But, you know, it's the type of thing to understand. You can say "I'm going to represent Native culture. Oh, they use these
spiral patterns? You know, it's on the petroglyphs in the area and whatnot.
Cool, you know? Let's incorporate that." But if you don't know the cultural
understanding behind it you can really screw it up, you know? [Laughs]
Chris:

Absolutely.

Dr. Cozzo:
And there was another one, it was a wellness program and
this wellness program, you know, just one of their slides, they had a nice picture of a basket on there. Again the cultural resource supervisor and a fellow
of Cherokee Nation, but he lives here, he's a language teacher, and they were
sitting there. They're kind of chuckling. And the woman that's presenting
wasn't a tribal member but, you know, she's worked with the tribe the whole
15 years I was there. She was one of my students when I was at Wester. And
she's going "Okay, I see some chuckles. What's going on?" They say "That
basket that you have that you put in there, it's nice. I don't know that I'd use
it for a wellness program because the pattern you have on there is called the
chief's casket." [Laughter]
Chris:

Oh.

(21:50)
Dr. Cozzo:
So, you know, little things like that where people say I want
to put some representation of local culture. But without knowing -- without
really understanding the intricacies you can mess up.
•••
Okay. That's why I pull -- have you come across Amy (?)

No.

Dr. Cozzo:
It's not print. It's not . . . this is unpublished work but he's got
a section in here, let's see if I can find it. Forest products. Where he talks, and
this is . . . he did his work in the 1950s and he talks about the different wood
and he goes through each one individually and talks about how to use, you
know, all the different trees in the woods.
Chris:

Wow.

Dr. Cozzo:
And that section in particular, I was thinking about you when
I saw that. Yeah, I mean there's stuff in here about edible foods and dye
plants, fiber plants and whatnot, poisonous plants, but the section on forest
products sounded especially -- crop plants. But the section on forest prod70

Yeah. When was this written?

•••
Chris: Oh that's okay. So specifically in here I look at Coweeta Creek which
I think you've heard, yeah? Which Christopher Rodning did a whole book
about.
Dr. Cozzo:
That's where the hydrological station is? Yeah, University of
Georgia has the Coweeta Hydrological Station. They do all the just total monitoring, climatic monitoring, monitoring . . .
Chris:

Oh okay, so that's perfect really because you get all that data.

Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah, there's a ton of it and a lot of things have been written
up about it. Yeah. Yeah, if you're looking at Coweeta that's definitely -- it'll
give you a lot of background.
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
Do you know about the Linville . . . Linville Inn? Not an inn.
There's a conference center up in Linville. Not conference center. What the
heck's the . . . but they have a . . . oh, what the hell's it called? It's just like -it's a big inn type place. But in the '30s they used poplar bark for siding and
I think they've just replaced it in the last decade but I remember being there
in the '90s, and they've been there since the '30s and it was still the original
poplar bark siding on that. So poplar bark's making a comeback. There's
like a park around here where somebody went in and actually stripped the
poplar bark off the trees. They stole it to use in construction. And there's a
place, you can almost see it from here. Oh, nah, there's a house in the way.
We can walk over there in a little bit. But they use -- on the Gable Inn (?) they
use poplar bark shingles on it. And it's starting to really make a comeback in
this area.
Chris:

Do they treat it at all? Or is it just like . . .

(39:50)

Dr. Cozzo:
Whithoff?
Chris:

Chris:

Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah, it's . . . it's got some natural anti-decaying properties.
And the bark itself, as long as you keep -- you know, as long as, you know, it's
pretty well just the exterior of the bark. Sheds water. It's great. But anyway
that's, you know, it's just like half a block away. We've got people putting that
in. The thing with poplar is, you know, poplar was a real common tree here
but today it's even more common because it's a fast succession tree. It'll
grow super-straight. I mean my wife calls that her mountain and, you know,
the trees, especially in a cove, they'll be 100 feet to the first limb, straight,
and the bark is -- those are poplars right there. The bark's smooth. People
used it for baskets, for a lot of things.
But the poplar bark, you can hit it. When the sap starts to flow you can just
cut it, peel it off, I know a fellow who did that, he just put it in a creek with
stones on it to straighten it out and you can make a Quonset hut shape in no
time with one.
•••
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Dr. Cozzo:
One of the things they were talking about is burning river
cane which it's the first I've heard of because it doesn't smoke. And you don't
need a lot of heat because it's so well-sealed.
Chris:

Yeah, yeah.
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mountain ways, you really can't do that here. You know, the first white people
that moved into the area, they had to marry into a Cherokee family to be able
to do anything because they couldn't own land. They couldn't . . . so all the
first traders, if you look at the Cherokee last names you get a lot of Bradleys
and Rosses and, you know, a whole lot of Scots-Irish names because that
exchange was going on.

(44:08)

(48:18)

Dr. Cozzo:
But yeah, they were talking about I guess the old firesides,
they're finding charred river cane in there.

You know, if you look at the time of removal the chief of the Cherokees at the
time was named John Ross and he was an eighth Cherokee. So something
like -- you familiar with the Foxfire Books?

Chris: Wow. I guess that makes sense because the way the doorway is oriented if the wind blows from the north it'll pull the smoke out.
Dr. Cozzo:

Yeah.

Chris: It'll form like a vacuum. So, you know, yeah. But yeah, I thought that
was really interesting. And here's the summer house. I tried to make it in a 3D
model on the computer because this became a physical model that I built
later on. But, you know, here I just talk about the summer house, that it's got
. . . it's covered with dog (?) plastering, although I don't show it here. I'm just
focused on the structure underneath. Then they have this weaving pattern
around pitch pine or sassafras and poplar bark roof and because of the
orientation of the house it can allow indirect light into the sides so you get really good lighting inside all year round. And, you know, it's like a comfortable
space.
Obviously again here it doesn't include the rooms. It doesn't include the
hearth or the closet or any of that kind of stuff, just for the sake of clarity.
But yeah, this would have multiple hearths. Another thing that I pointed out
was that there would be hearths outside of the summer house because if
you're cooking in the summer you don't want to make your house hot. Which
is a huge part of southern culture I believe. You know, like cooking outside,
having cookouts.

Chris:

No.

Dr. Cozzo:
Okay, Foxfire was a . . . they started in I think the '60s, maybe' 70s. Foxfire was . . . it was from a classing of North Georgia, very North
Georgia, and these kids got together and it was like an English class but they
started interviewing everybody in the region kind of about the old ways. And
it turned out to be like manuals for how to do country living in the mountains.
And I'm pretty sure there's at least one section in there on building cabins
and whatnot, things like that, but it's about mountain living too. And you
know . . .
Chris: Actually I think I have seen it. I may have a copy of it but I haven't
read . . .
Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah, there's like nine volumes. I think I've got the first three.
It's just -- it's, you know, it just gives you a feel for what it meant, you know?
Because those folks, they did this. They came from Northern Europe but
they came here and brought ways with them but incorporated ways that
were here and eventually in generations you adapt to a place and everything
you do is how to live in that place.
Chris:

Yeah.

(46:04)

(50:05)

Dr. Cozzo:
It used to be like canning sheds and things like that. People would have places where sometimes they'd move the stove to the back
porch.

Dr. Cozzo:
It would be just as important. It may take the . . . you know,
the cache of Indianness away but it would be incomplete without it, you
know?

Chris: Yeah, yeah. So I tried to bring this up as far as like kind of southern
identity up north. That's something I never bring up though, the back porch
cooking. Which is on the north side in the shadow.

•••

Dr. Cozzo:

Dr. Cozzo:
One of the things I find interesting is when I find old cabins in
the mountains, and the old -- some are just like room smaller than this, you
know?

Yeah.

Chris: But yeah, so my research is about . . . I feel like I should rephrase
that but about building the Blue Ridge Mountains today and incorporating
elements that are specific to the area that the Cherokee built with because
that would allow for a more resilient, more climate-responsive building that's
locally-sourced and renewable. And I'm not necessarily trying to build this
because that would just be reminiscent.
Dr. Cozzo:

Sure.

Chris: But incorporating the wiser ways of building and construction and
tying that in with typical construction today in a way that's more symbiotic
with the landscape.
Dr. Cozzo:
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You know, to take out . . . to separate Cherokee away from

(1:00:12)

Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
I remember one of them, and what I'll find the back door is
there'll always be a spice bush tree. By the front door. And it was just so important, also known as fever bush.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
And people would make like . . . it's related to sassafras so
they would make a tea with it and, you know, if somebody got a cold or
something they had the tea right there. Just cut some twigs and they'd
make a tea. You know, sometimes you'd drink it just for pleasure. But it's just
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something I always found when I find an old cabin, I'd say there's going to be
a spice bush close and I'd find one right by the door. So in front of my house
in the bin by the street I've got a single one in my bins out there is a spice
bush.
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah, there's -- it's kind of hard to . . . I'm not even sure if
there's a sign out there right now. But the tribal historian is there. There's
an archaeologist there. It's just that, you know, Russ is the guy who's really
worked the cabins. You know, and one of the things that we don't have here
this close to the Blues is the chestnut. The chestnut was the ideal cabin
wood because of the contact with the earth, it was . . . I mean you still see
hunks of chestnut logs out in the forest now. They've been there since the
'30s when they were cut down. I remember a friend in Kentucky, he lived in
an old cabin with chestnut logs and . . . yeah, that thick. The cabin was probably worth ten times as much for the chestnut in it as anything else.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
But that would've been the prime material here. You know,
especially for the lower sections that were in contact with the dirt because it
never rotted. I mean it did, it just took a long time.
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
You know, when you're thinking materials of course it's . . . you
know, it's like anything else. Trying to capture a moment in time that's gone.
[Laughs]
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
It's gone. And you'll find that in Cherokee. There are a few
people who understand those things but they're few and far between now.
There are a lot of people who don't understand. You know, people like T.J.
T.J.'s . . . he's one of a kind. You know, he's -- his grandfather was a very traditional fellow. T.J. doesn't live Cherokee. You know, his hair's about my color.
Chris:

Yeah.

(1:08:25)
Dr. Cozzo:
But he grew up in it and it means something to him. So he
looks deeper. And that's what, you know, okay, you've picked the time frame
so that's going to be important. Bartram really gives you a feel for the landscape, the forest, the trees. He was a botanist so he really, you know, it's funny, we had a . . . we had a workshop several years ago but it was about the
forest and how these exotic diseases are coming in. You know, starting with
the chestnut then there's sudden oak death, thousand canker disease hit
the black walnuts, all these different things. And he went through the different -- the trees that Bartram lists, listed, and then went through what it could
be like in 20 years if these diseases hit. It made you want to jump off a bridge
but, you know . . .
Chris:

Yeah.

APPENDIX E

-- I want to say that's [1:12:10] town so that's where Cherokee is today. That's
the mountain. I think that's the same mountain right there and this is . . . I've
seen pictures with the cornfields like halfway up the mountains. That petroglyph box . . . [Talking in Background] Okay, I was just wondering if there
were more . . .
(1:13:00)
Chris:

It's hard to find them.

Dr. Cozzo:
to water . . .
Chris:

Here's the people sitting out front of the cabin. That much . . .

Those must be the burials.

Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah. I think it's women on the porch. [Laughs] There's a corn
pounder. Wow. That one was rigged up with . . . okay, I thought you were more
...
Chris:

I'll just have to look at it, the photos.

Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah. Well these are -- most of them are at the Smithsonian.
You can see these from . . . but if you have the -- that's . . . yeah, that's got . . .
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
Yeah. I'm trying to remember. I don't know that . . . I mean
he talks about price. I want to say there was a section in here about cabins.
Mostly he's talking about the -- you know, making bowls and spoons and
mortars and pestles and things like that, but for what you're doing that's relevant. It's very relevant. To have a . . . you know, the concept of the hollowed
out sweetgum, you know, that's relevant. It may not be -- you know, it's not
going to look like that in any house you're going to build.
•••
(1:20:18)
Dr. Cozzo:
[Laughs] Well, you know, yeah, you've got to get to know
the place. Knowing the people is hard, you know? There were . . . I tell people when I got here there were certain people that didn't talk to me for five
years. And then one day sat down like we're best friends. You know, I remember walking in the woods with one fellow and he's -- they used to tell me how
he worked at the school and he'd always complain about white people, white
people, white people, you know? He and I were walking. I took him and his
grandsons out and I was showing and teaching his grandsons the plants. He
looks at me with a big grin and said "I learned something from a white man
today." [Laughs]
Chris:

Yeah.

Dr. Cozzo:
So it's . . . you know, it's a Native community. It's also a mountain community so you've got a double whammy of what it means to be
accepted.

Dr. Cozzo:
But it's something to think about too. You want to incorporate
concepts and design. What about the changes? What about the fact that,
you know, you can't get a good chestnut log anymore? [Laughs]
•••
Dr. Cozzo:
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Or to keep the guts up there to keep the . . . up there . . . this is
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MOST 2 1ST-CENT URY NORTH
AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION
DOESN ’ T CONSIDER THE PAST,
F U T URE, OR RELE VANCE OF SITE
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SITE, ME ANING L ANDSCAPE,
ECOLOGY, GEOLOGY, AND
GEOGR APHY. PRE-COLONIAL
BLUE RIDGE CHEROKEE BUILT
IN A WAY THAT WAS LOCALLY
SOURCED, RENE WABLE, AND
REGIONAL . ART AND ARTIFACTS
LINK TO CLIMATE, ECOLOGIES ,
AND L ANDSCAPES . WHAT IS
INDIGENOUS TO A PL ACE IS
SPECIFIC TO A SITE, BU T IS
ALSO RESPONSIVE TO FORCES
THAT RENDER THE SITE
UNINHABITABLE. ANALY ZING
THESE TECHNIQUES AND
TR ADITIONS UNCOVERS
TECHNOLOGIES THAT WERE
RENE WABLE, SITE SPECIFIC,
AND HIGH PERFORMING FOR
SPECIFIC CLIMATES AND
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